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Abstract—Mobile vision systems powered by the recent advancement in Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) are enabling a wide range of on-device video analytics applications. Considering mobile systems are constrained with limited resources, reducing resource demands of DNNs is crucial to realizing the full potential of these applications. In this paper, we present FlexDNN, an input-adaptive DNN-based framework for efficient on-device video analytics. To achieve this, FlexDNN takes the intrinsic dynamics of mobile videos into consideration, and dynamically adapts its model complexity to the difficulty levels of input video frames to achieve computation efficiency. FlexDNN addresses the key drawbacks of existing systems and pushes the state-of-the-art forward. We use FlexDNN to build three representative on-device video analytics applications, and evaluate its performance on both mobile CPU and GPU platforms. Our results show that FlexDNN significantly outperforms status quo approaches in accuracy, average CPU/GPU processing time per frame, frame drop rate, and energy consumption.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation

Mobile vision systems such as mobile phones, drones, and augmented reality (AR) headsets are ubiquitous today. Driven by recent breakthrough in Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) [19] and the emergence of AI chipsets, state-of-the-art mobile vision systems start to use DNN-based processing pipelines [10], [14], [35], [36] and shift from cloud-assisted processing (e.g., MCDNN [10]) to on-device video analytics.

On-device video analytics requires processing streaming video frames at high throughput and returning the processing results with low latency. Unfortunately, DNNs are known to be computation-expensive [31], and high computation cost directly translates to high processing latency and energy consumption. Since mobile systems are constrained by limited compute resources and battery capacities, reducing the computation cost of DNN-based pipelines is crucial to any application built on top of on-device video analytics.

To reduce computation cost, most existing work pursues model compression techniques [8], [9], [24]. However, model compression yields an one-size-fits-all network that requires the same set of features to be extracted for all video frames agnostic to the content in each frame.

In fact, computation consumed by a DNN-based processing pipeline is heavily dependent on the content of input video frames [15]. For video frames with contents that are easy to recognize, a small low-capacity DNN model is sufficient while a large high-capacity model is overkill; on the other hand, for video frames with contents that are hard to recognize, it is necessary to employ large high-capacity models in the processing pipeline to ensure the contents to be correctly recognized. This is very similar to how human vision system works where a glimpse is sufficient to recognize simple scenes and objects in ordinary poses, whereas more attention and efforts are needed to understand complex scenes and objects that are complicated or partially occluded [34].

B. State-of-the-Arts & Their Limitations

Based on this observation, input-adaptive video analytics systems such as Chameleon [15] have recently emerged. Leveraging the easy/hard dynamics of video contents, these systems effectively reduce the computation cost of DNN-based processing pipelines by dynamically changing the DNN models to adapt to the difficulty levels of the video frames. Unfortunately, as we demonstrate in §II-B, this bag-of-model approach is a misfit to resource-constrained mobile systems. This is because it requires all the model variants with various capacities to be installed in the mobile system, which results in large memory footprint. More importantly, if a large number of model variants is incorporated and the content dynamics is substantial, the overhead of searching for the optimal model variant and switching models at runtime can be prohibitively expensive, which considerably dwarfs the benefit brought by adaptation.

The limitation of Chameleon is rooted in the constraint where it requires to have multiple independent model variants with various capacities to adapt to different difficulty levels of video frames. To address this limitation, BranchyNet [33] introduces the idea of constructing a single model with early exit branches inserted at the outputs of convolutional layers of a regular DNN model for input adaptation. Figure 2 provides a conceptual illustration of the early exit mechanism. For an easy frame, it exits at the early exit inserted at an earlier location.
since the extracted features are good enough to correctly recognize its content. For a hard frame, it proceeds deeper until the extracted features are good enough. With such early exit mechanism, easy frames do not need to go through all the layers and their computation cost is thus reduced.

While the early exit mechanism is promising, the pioneer work has two key drawbacks:

- First, the early exits themselves also consume computation. Computation consumed by frames that fail to exit at the early exits is wasted and becomes the overheads incurred by the early exit mechanism. Unfortunately, the early exit architecture of prior work is designed based on heuristics without focusing on the trade-off between early exit rates and the incurred overheads. Without accounting for such trade-off, the incurred overheads could considerably diminish the benefit brought by early exits.

- Second, the number and locations of the inserted early exits in prior work are also determined based on heuristics. While effective in comparison against models without early exits, considering the exponential combinations of number and locations of early exits, even for developers with expertise, without considerable efforts on trial and error, it would be extremely challenging to derive an early exit insertion plan that can fully leverage the benefit brought by early exits. Moreover, since early exits incur overheads, the number and locations of the inserted early exits play a critical role in determining the amount of computation that can be saved, making the derivation of the early exit insertion plan even more challenging.

C. Proposed Approach

In this paper, we present an input-adaptive DNN-based on-device video analytics framework named FlexDNN that effectively addresses the aforementioned drawbacks. Similar to BranchyNet, instead of carrying a bag of model variants, FlexDNN leverages the early exit mechanism to construct a single model on top of a regular DNN model (i.e., base model). As such, it replaces the fixed capacity of the regular DNN model with flexible capacities. Since only one model is involved, FlexDNN has a compact memory footprint and incurs no model selection and model switching overhead. At runtime, FlexDNN is input-adaptive: it dynamically adapts its model capacity to matching the difficulty levels of the input video frames at the granularity of each frame in real-time.

To address the drawbacks of BranchyNet, FlexDNN adopts an architecture search based scheme that is able to find the optimal architecture for each early exit branch that balances the trade-off between early exit rate and its computational overhead. Moreover, FlexDNN is able to derive an early exit insertion plan which identifies the optimal number and locations of early exits to be inserted to maximize the benefit brought by input adaptation. As such, FlexDNN allows developers with limited deep learning expertise to build efficient DNN-based on-device video analytics applications with minimum effort. As illustrated in Figure 1, given a dataset that can be trained, validated, and tested on, FlexDNN automatically transforms a regular DNN model (e.g., VGG-16) that is input-agnostic into an input-adaptive DNN model for efficient on-device video analytics.

Table I provides a comparison between FlexDNN and existing input-adaptive video analytics frameworks. FlexDNN differs from Chameleon and MCDNN as it is an on-device solution that does not require any assist from the cloud. Compared to BranchyNet, the combination of the optimized early exit architecture and the early exit insertion plan makes FlexDNN a superior on-device solution.

We implemented FlexDNN in TensorFlow [4]. To evaluate its performance, we use it to build three representative on-device video analytics applications: Activity Recognition, Scene Understanding, and Traffic Surveillance and deploy these applications on both mobile CPU and mobile GPU platforms. Our results show that:

- The generated FlexDNN model has a compact memory footprint and is able to achieve high early exit rate without loss of accuracy. With the computation-efficient early exit design, FlexDNN maximally preserves the high computation reduction benefit brought by the adaptation.

- At runtime, FlexDNN significantly outperforms both input-agnostic approach and BranchyNet: Compared to the input-agnostic approach, FlexDNN achieves as much as 7% accuracy gain with similar amount of resources, or achieves the same accuracy with as little as 23.4% of the computational resources (i.e., 4.3× speedup in processing time) and up to 4.2× energy consumption reduction. Compared to BranchyNet, FlexDNN reduces up to 49.8% computational cost and up to 1.9× energy consumption.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Single Model</th>
<th>Early Exit Architecture</th>
<th>Early Exit Insertion Plan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chameleon [15]</td>
<td>Server</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCDNN [10]</td>
<td>Cloud-Assisted</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Heuristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BranchyNet [33]</td>
<td>On-Device</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Optimized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FlexDNN</td>
<td>On-Device</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Optimized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I
COMPARISON BETWEEN FLEXDNN AND EXISTING INPUT-ADAPTIVE VIDEO ANALYTICS FRAMEWORKS.
II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

We begin with illustrating the intrinsic dynamics of videos taken in real-world mobile settings and demonstrate that considerable resource demand can be reduced by leveraging this dynamic characteristic (§II-A). We then show that the bag-of-model approach incurs significant overhead that considerably dwarfs the benefit brought by the adaptation (§II-B), which motivates the design of \textit{FlexDNN}.

A. Dynamics of Mobile Video Contents & Benefit of Leveraging the Dynamics

Due to mobility of cameras, videos taken in real-world mobile settings exhibit substantial content dynamics in terms of difficulty level across frames over time. To illustrate this, Figure 3 shows four frames of a video clip of biking captured using a mobile camera in the human activity video dataset UCF-101 [30]. Among them, since the entirety of both the biker and her bike is captured, frame (a) and (d) are relatively easier to recognize as biking activity. In contrast, frame (b) and (c) capture the biker with only part of the bike, and are thus relatively harder to recognize. In such case, a smaller model is necessary for frame (a) and (d), but a more complex model is necessary for frame (b) and (c).

The intrinsic dynamics of video contents creates an opportunity to reduce computation cost by matching the capacity of the DNN model to the difficulty level of each video frame. To quantify how much computation cost can be reduced, we first profile the minimum computation cost in terms of the number of floating point operations (FLOPs) that is needed to correctly recognize the content in each frame of an 400-frame video clip. Specifically, we derive ten model variants with different capacities from VGG-16 by varying its numbers of layers and filters. For each frame, we select the model variant with the lowest FLOPs that is able to correctly recognize the content in each frame changes frequently across frames. This observation strongly reflects the intrinsic dynamics of video contents illustrated in Figure 3. In addition, the difference between “areas” under the two curves reflects the benefit brought by the \textit{optimal model}. The large difference indicates that considerable computational consumption can be reduced by matching the capacity of the model to the difficulty level of each video frame.

B. Why Bag-of-Model Approach is a Misfit

The benefit of computation reduction motivates to dynamically change the model capacity to adapt to the contents of video frames. To achieve content adaptation, existing solutions such as \textit{Chameleon} [15] use multiple model variants interchangeably to achieve content adaptation. While effective as a solution for resourceful systems, this multi-model-variant approach is a \textit{mismatch} to resource-constrained mobile platforms for the following two reasons.

First, the bag-of-model approach requires all the model variants with various capacities to be installed in the mobile system. This, unfortunately, is not a scalable solution and could lead to large memory footprint. For the example used in Figure 4, the total memory footprint of 10 model variants is 513 MB, and the memory footprint would only increase if the number of model variants increases.

Second, the bag-of-model approach incurs large overheads on searching for the optimal model variant and model switching at runtime. Take model switching as an example. Model switching involves two steps: \textit{model initialization} (i.e., allocating memory space for the model to switch to) and \textit{parameter loading} (i.e., loading the model parameters into the allocated memory space). As shown in Figure 4, model switching could occur very frequently (106 times in 400 frames) because the contents of videos captured by mobile cameras can change drastically in a short period of time. To quantify model
switching overhead, we profile the average processing time of both model initialization and parameter loading of all the model switching occurred in the same 400-frame video clip on the Samsung Galaxy S8 smartphone CPU. To make the result more meaningful, we also profile the average inference time per frame of the optimal model and one-size-fits-all model.

Figure 5 shows our profiling result. Specifically, the average inference time per frame of the one-size-fits-all model and the optimal model is 114.0 ms and 65.2 ms, respectively. The difference between them measures the benefit brought by the adaptation: by using the optimal model instead of the one-size-fits-all model on each frame, we are able to reduce 42.8% of the computation. Unfortunately, the average processing time of model initialization and parameter loading is 13.3 ms and 25.0 ms, which increases 21.8% and 11.6% of the resource demand, respectively. As a result, the model switching overhead drops the actual computation reduction to only 9.4%, which significantly cuts the benefit brought by the adaptation.

III. FlexDNN Design

A. Overview and Design Challenges

Overview. In this work, we present, FlexDNN, an input-adaptive DNN-based framework for efficient on-device video analytics. At the high level, similar to the bag-of-model approach, FlexDNN leverages the intrinsic dynamics of video contents, and is capable of dynamically changing the model complexity to adapt to the difficulty levels of the input video frames to reduce computational demand. However, FlexDNN differs on how the adaptation is realized: instead of carrying a bag of model variants with different capacities, FlexDNN leverages the layered architecture of DNNs, and constructs a single model on top of a regular DNN model with early exits inserted throughout the layered architecture.

A typical DNN consists of various types of layers, including convolutional layers, activation layers, pooling layers, and fully-connected layers. Among them, convolutional layers play the role of “feature extractors”, which generate sets of features organized in the form of feature maps. These convolutional layers are sequentially connected such that the set of features generated from the early layer is the input of the next convolutional layer, which generates a new set of features at the next level.

The complexity of a DNN is dependent on its depth. A more complex DNN contains more convolutional layers. However, as we have shown in Figure 2, not all the inputs necessarily need to go through every convolutional layer. By inserting early exits at different convolutional layers of a given regular DNN model (we refer to it as the base model), FlexDNN provides a mechanism to let inputs exit as soon as the features become good enough to them. In doing so, this single-model architecture becomes input-adaptive, and is able to dynamically adapt its model complexity to the difficulty levels of input video frames at the granularity of each frame.

Design Challenges. Figure 6 provides a closer look at the FlexDNN architecture. As shown, FlexDNN is built on top of a base model with the addition of early exits inserted throughout the base model. For each early exit, it consists of two components – early exit branch and decision module – that are cascaded together. The early exit branch is essentially a small-size neural network. Like a regular DNN, it also contains convolutional, activation, pooling, and fully-connected layers, but with small sizes. It takes the intermediate features generated by the internal convolutional layers of the base model and transforms them into early predictions. The decision module takes the early prediction results generated by the early exit branch and makes decision on whether to exit the inference process and output the early prediction results or to continue the inference process and pass the generated feature maps to the next layer.

While such early exit mechanism is promising, it also introduces two key challenges:

- First, the inserted early exits themselves have overheads. Take Figure 6 as an example: for the easy frame, the overhead comes from the computation consumed at the early exit branch inserted at the \(i^{th}\) layer; for the hard frame, the overhead comes from the computation consumed at the two early exit branches inserted at both \(i^{th}\) and \(j^{th}\) layers. As such, it is necessary to minimize the computational overheads of the early exits. On the other hand, early exits with extremely lightweight architecture could exit much less frames (i.e., low early exit rate), which makes the early exit mechanism considerably less useful. Therefore, there exists a trade-off between early exit rate and computational overhead in the design space of the early exit architecture.

- Second, inserting early exits at all the convolutional layers of the base model may not be the optimal choice. This is
because for some inserted early exits, their overheads can be actually higher than the benefits they bring. Therefore, identifying the number and locations of the early exits to be inserted that can fully leverage the benefit brought by early exits represents another challenge.

Addressing these challenges is not trivial. Unfortunately, the early exit architecture and the early exit insertion of the prior work are designed based on heuristics. With a careless design, overheads of early exits can overshadow the benefits they bring, and early exit rates can be considerably low unless letting hard frames exit prematurely, which sacrifices the original accuracy of the base model.

In the following, we describe the techniques we develop in FlexDNN that effectively address those challenges followed by a summary of the key characteristics of the input-adaptive model generated by FlexDNN.

### B. Design of Early Exit Branch

The design of early exit branch needs to take the trade-off between computational overhead and early exit rate into consideration. To achieve this, FlexDNN leverages computation-efficient operator as the building block, and employs an architecture search scheme to find the optimal architecture that optimizes the trade-off between early exit rate and computational overhead for each early exit branch.

Among all the types of layers that an early exit branch includes, convolutional layers are the most computation-intensive. To reduce the overhead, we propose to use depthwise separable convolution [6], a computation-efficient convolution operator to replace the standard convolution as the building block for the design of the early exit branch. Figure 7 illustrates the structural differences between standard convolutional layer and depthwise separable convolutional layer. Let $\Theta_{j-1} \in \mathbb{R}^{w_{j-1} \times h_{j-1} \times m_{j-1}}$ and $\Theta_j \in \mathbb{R}^{w_j \times h_j \times m_j}$ denote the input and output feature maps for both types of convolutional layers, respectively. For the standard convolutional layer (Figure 7(a)), it applies $m_j$ 3D filters with size $k \times k \times m_j$ ($k \times k$ is the size of the 2D kernel) onto the input feature maps $\Theta_{j-1}$ to generate the output feature maps $\Theta_j$. This process consumes a total of $k^2w_jh_jm_{j-1}m_j$ floating point operations (FLOPs). In contrast, for the depthwise separable convolutional layer (Figure 7(b)), it adopts the idea of matrix decomposition, and reduces the computational cost by decomposing the standard convolution into two cheap consecutive specialized convolutions: 1) depthwise convolution, and 2) pointwise convolution. The depthwise convolution applies a $k \times k \times \beta$ filter on each of the $m_{j-1}$ input feature maps, where $\beta$ is the channel multiplier. The pointwise convolution then applies a $1 \times 1 \times m_j$ filter on each channel of the output of the depthwise convolution to generate $\Theta_j$. Therefore, via the decomposition trick, the computational cost of depthwise separable convolutional layer is reduced to $(k^2\beta w_jh_jm_{j-1} + \beta w_jh_jm_{j-1}m_j)$ FLOPs.

With the depthwise separable convolution as the computation-efficient building block, FlexDNN employs an architecture search scheme to find the optimal architecture that balances the trade-off between early exit rate and computational overhead for each early exit branch. In general, architecture search techniques can be grouped into two categories: 1) the bottom-up approach that searches for an optimal cell structure based on reinforcement learning (RL) or evolutionary algorithms (EA) and stacks cells together to form a network [22], [42], and 2) the top-down approach that prunes an over-parameterized network until the optimal network architecture is found [20], [39]. Although both approaches are able to find competitive network architectures, RL and EA are known to be computationally expensive. Therefore, FlexDNN employs the top-down approach due to its much more efficient architecture search process. Specifically, to identify the most efficient architecture of early exit branch, each early exit branch is initialized with three depthwise separable convolutional layers (each followed by one activation layer), two pooling layers, and one fully-connected layer. During the architecture search process, a depthwise separable convolutional layer is removed if no early exit rate drops at that particular early exit branch. This process terminates after the redundant depthwise separable convolutional layers at all the early exit branches are removed.

### C. Design of Training Scheme

To train the FlexDNN model that is built on top of the base model with the inserted early exit branches, we need to combine the loss function of the base model with the loss functions of the inserted early exit branches.

In our design, we use cross entropy as the loss for both base model and early exit branches, and design a loss function that is the weighted sum of the loss of the base model and the loss of each individual early exit branch:

$$\mathcal{L} = \mathcal{L}_B + \sum_{i=1}^{N} \alpha_i \mathcal{L}_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

where $\mathcal{L}_B$ is the loss of the base model, $\mathcal{L}_i$ is the loss of the $i^{th}$ early exit branch, $N$ is the number of inserted early exit branches.
branches, and $\alpha_i$ is the weight of the $i^{th}$ early exit branch, reflecting its importance within the entire model. Empirically, we find that setting all $\alpha_i$ to 1 works well. Based on this loss function, we train the FlexDNN model using stochastic gradient descent.

**D. Design of Decision Module**

The inserted early exit branches introduce the possibilities of letting hard frames exit prematurely, which sacrifices the original accuracy of the base model. To preserve accuracy, FlexDNN incorporates an entropy-based confidence score, $\text{Conf} \in [0, 1]$, in the decision module and uses it to determine whether the input should be exited or be propagated to the following layers for further processing. Specifically, the confidence score is defined as:

$$
\text{Conf}(y) = 1 - \frac{1}{\log C} \sum_{c \in C} y_c \log y_c
$$

where $y = [y_1, y_2, ..., y_c, ..., y_C]$ is the softmax classification probability vector generated by the early exit branch, $C$ is the total number of classes, and $\sum_{c \in C} y_c \log y_c$ is the negative entropy of the softmax classification probability distribution over all the classes.

In essence, $\text{Conf}$ measures the confidence level of the early prediction result generated by the early exit branch. The higher the $\text{Conf}$ is, the higher the confidence level is. The decision module decides to early exit the input if the value of $\text{Conf}$ exceeds a pre-determined threshold.

Figure 8 illustrates how the threshold of the confidence score $\text{Conf}$ is determined. Specifically, it shows the confidence score distribution of 7,500 early prediction results, which are generated by the early exit branch inserted at the first convolutional layer of the VGG-16 base model trained on the UCF-15 dataset (§IV-A). As shown, the confidence score distribution of the correct classification results (marked in blue) overlaps with the confidence score distribution of the incorrect classification results (marked in red) when the value of $\text{Conf}$ is in the range of 0.1 to 0.8. This overlapping range is where hard inputs may exit prematurely. In contrast, when the value of $\text{Conf}$ is in the range of 0.8 to 0.95, the distributions of the correct and incorrect classification results do not overlap, and only correct classification results reside in this range. This is where the early exit branch can make sufficiently certain classification to early exit the input without sacrificing the original accuracy of the base model. Therefore, to preserve accuracy, we use the confidence score value at the lower bound of the non-overlapping region as the threshold.

**E. Design of Early Exit Insertion Plan**

In theory, early exit can be inserted at every convolutional layer of the base model. However, since early exits themselves have overheads, an early exit should not be inserted if its incurred overhead is higher than the benefit it brings.

To determine if an early exit should be inserted at the $j^{th}$ convolutional layer of the base model, we define a metric, $R_j$, as the ratio between the benefit $G_j$ that the early exit brings and the overhead $C_j$ it incurs:

$$
R_j = \frac{G_j}{C_j}
$$

where $C_j$ is the computation consumed by the early exit, and $G_j$ is the computation avoided due to the existence of the early exit. Both $C_j$ and $G_j$ are measured by the number of floating point operations.

Figure 9 illustrates how $G_j$ and $C_j$ are calculated. Specifically, it shows three consecutive early exits inserted at the $i^{th}$, $j^{th}$, and $k^{th}$ convolutional layer ($i < j < k$). Let $N$ denote the total number of input frames, $cr_i$ and $cr_j$ denote the cumulative exit rate of the $i^{th}$ and $j^{th}$ early exit, respectively ($0 \leq cr_i \leq cr_j \leq 1$), $CE_j$ denote the computation consumed by the $j^{th}$ early exit per input frame, and $CB_j$ denote the computational cost of the base model between the $j^{th}$ and $k^{th}$ convolutional layer per input video frame. The values of $cr_i$ and $cr_j$ are profiled and determined through cross validation.

Since $N \times cr_i$ input frames exit at the $i^{th}$ early exit, there are $N \times (1 - cr_i)$ input frames going through the $j^{th}$ early exit. As a result, $C_j$ is calculated as:

$$
C_j = N \times (1 - cr_i) \times CE_j
$$

There are $N \times (cr_j - cr_i)$ input frames exiting at the $j^{th}$ early exit. These input frames avoid further computational cost incurred between the $j^{th}$ and $k^{th}$ convolutional layer of the base model. Therefore, $G_j$ is calculated as:

$$
G_j = N \times (cr_j - cr_i) \times CB_j
$$

Based on its definition in Eq. (3), if $R_j$ is larger than 1, it indicates that the benefit of inserting an early exit at the $j^{th}$ convolutional layer is larger than the overhead it incurs. Therefore, we start with the trained FlexDNN model with early exit inserted at every convolutional layer, and then remove early exits whose $R$ values are less than or equal to 1 while maintaining those whose $R$ values are larger than 1. In
With the High Early Exit Rate without Accuracy Loss brought by the early exits. This effectively minimizes the overheads of the early exit branches incorporated in the single-model design, FlexDNN avoids model selection and model switching overhead at runtime. Computation-Efficient Early Exit Branches. With the depth-wise separable convolution operator, the computational cost of the early exit branches incorporated in FlexDNN is significantly reduced. This effectively minimizes the overheads brought by the early exits.

High Early Exit Rate without Accuracy Loss. With the optimized early exit branch architecture inserted at the optimal locations throughout the base model as well as the design of entropy-based confidence score, FlexDNN is able to achieve high early exit rate while blocking hard inputs from exiting prematurely to preserve accuracy.

High Computational Consumption Reduction. Because of the computation-efficient early exit design and the high early exit rate, the generated FlexDNN model is able to preserve the high computation reduction benefit brought by the adaptation.

IV. EVALUATION

A. Base Models and Applications

Base Models. We select Inception-V3 [32] and VGG-16 [29] as our base models to evaluate FlexDNN. We select Inception-V3 due to its superior accuracy-computation efficiency ratio compared to other popular DNN models such as MobileNets [12], [27] and ResNet [11]. To demonstrate the generability across DNN models and to investigate the benefit FlexDNN brings to resource-demanding base models, we select VGG-16 as another base model.

On-Device Video Analytics Applications. To demonstrate the generability of FlexDNN across applications, we use FlexDNN to build three representative on-device video analytics applications for three different mobile platforms:

Application#1: Activity Recognition on Mobile Phones. Automatic labeling human activities in videos is becoming a very attractive feature for smartphones. This application aims to recognize activities performed by an individual from video streams captured by mobile phone cameras. To build this application, we use UCF-101 human activity dataset [17], which contains video clips of 101 human activity classes captured by either fixed or mobile cameras in the wild. We selected video clips of 15 activities (e.g., biking and skiing) captured by mobile cameras as our dataset (named UCF-15). We split training and test videos by following the original paper [30]. Example video frames of UCF-15 are shown in Figure 10 (a).

Application#2: Scene Understanding for Mobile Augmented Reality. Scene understanding is one of the core capabilities of augmented reality. This application aims to recognize places from video streams captured by head-mounted cameras. Due to lack of publicly available datasets, we collected our own video clips in the wild with IRB approval. During data collection, participants were instructed to collect first-person view video footage from diverse places by wearing the ORDRO EP5 head-mounted camera [3]. Frames in all the video clips are manually labelled. From the labelled video clips, we selected 8 most common places that participants visited (e.g., parking lot, kitchen) as our dataset (named Place-8) to build and evaluate this application. To avoid model overfitting, we use the same 8 places from Places-365 [41] as our training set, and our self-collected video frames as the test set. Illustration of data collection using the head-mounted camera and one example video frame of Place-8 are shown in Figure 10 (b).

Application#3: Drone-based Traffic Surveillance. Due to its mobility, a traffic surveillance drone is able to track traffic conditions in a large area with a low cost that traditional fixed video camera-based traffic surveillance systems could not provide [18]. This application aims to detect vehicles from video streams captured by drone cameras. Due to lack of publicly available datasets, we use the commercial drone, DJI Mavic Pro [1], to collect our own traffic surveillance video clips in the wild with IRB approval. To ensure diversity, videos were recorded under various drone camera angles (25°to 90°), flying heights (2.5m to 51.2m), speeds (1m/s to 11.2m/s), weather conditions (cloudy, sunny), and road types (residential, urban, highway). Frames in all video clips are manually labelled. We split the dataset into 15% and 85% for training and testing. Illustration of data collection using drone and one example video frame of VeDrone are shown in Figure 10 (c).

For each of the three applications, we use FlexDNN to generate a input-adaptive computation-efficient model from Inception-V3 and VGG-16 for our evaluation. The applications, base models, and models generated by FlexDNN are listed in Table II.

B. Model Performance

In this section, we focus on profiling the models generated by FlexDNN with the goal to quantify the characteristics summarized in §III-F.

High Early Exit Rate without Accuracy Loss. The model generated by FlexDNN is able to achieve high exit rates through its early exits without loss of accuracy. To quantify this characteristic, we profile each of the six models on the test set, and measure the cumulative exit rate at each early exit when the same accuracy is maintained as the base model.
Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Target Platform</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Total Length (min)</th>
<th>Number of Video Clips</th>
<th>Base Model</th>
<th>FlexDNN Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activity Recognition</td>
<td>Mobile Phone</td>
<td>UCF-15</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>1.863</td>
<td>Inception-V3, VGG-16</td>
<td>I-UCF, V-UCF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scene Understanding</td>
<td>AR Headset</td>
<td>Place-8</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>Inception-V3, VGG-16</td>
<td>I-Place, V-Place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic Surveillance</td>
<td>Drone</td>
<td>VeDrone</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Inception-V3, VGG-16</td>
<td>I-VeDrone, V-VeDrone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11 shows the cumulative exit rate at each early exit without loss of accuracy. Early exits (marked as E1, E2, ...) are ordered based on their distances to the input layer (i.e., E1 is the earliest exit). FE denotes the regular exit of the base model.

As shown in Figure 12, FlexDNN has a compact memory footprint. To quantify this characteristic, we compare its model size with its bag-of-model counterpart whose number of model variants equals the number of exits (early exits plus the regular exit of the base model) in the FlexDNN model.

As shown in Figure 13, the accumulated computational cost of all the early exits of the FlexDNN model is only 1.4%, 1.3%, 1.4%, 0.8%, 1.4%, and 1.2% of its own base model for V-UCF, I-UCF, V-Place, I-Place, V-VeDrone, and I-VeDrone, respectively. This result indicates that even in the worst case scenario where an input frame goes through all the inserted early exits, these exits altogether incur marginal computational overhead compared to the base model.

**Computation-Efficient Early Exits.** The early exit branches incorporated in the generated FlexDNN models are computation-efficient. To quantify this characteristic, we compare the accumulated computational cost of all the early exit of the FlexDNN model with the computational cost of its base model.

As shown in Figure 13, the accumulated computational cost of all the early exits of the FlexDNN model is only 1.4%, 1.3%, 1.4%, 0.8%, 1.4%, and 1.2% of its own base model for V-UCF, I-UCF, V-Place, I-Place, V-VeDrone, and I-VeDrone, respectively. This result demonstrates that even in the worst case scenario where an input frame goes through all the inserted early exits, these exits altogether incur marginal computational overhead compared to the base model.

**High Computational Consumption Reduction.** The computation saved by early exited input frames reflects benefit brought by the adaptation. The computational cost of the early exit branches reflects the overhead brought by our FlexDNN design. Because of the high early exit rate and the computation-efficient early exit design, the generated
FlexDNN model is able to preserve the high computation reduction benefit brought by the adaptation. To quantify this characteristic, we use the average computation saved from early exits per input frame to quantify the benefit, and use the average computation consumed by the early exits each input frame goes through but fails to exit to quantify the overhead.

Figure 14 compares the benefit and overhead of each model. As shown, the overhead is substantially lower than the benefit for each model. Specifically, the benefit-overhead-ratio is 51×, 78×, 41×, 84×, 37×, and 44× for V-UCF, I-UCF, V-Place, I-Place, V-VeDrone, and I-VeDrone, respectively. The benefit-overhead-ratio achieved by FlexDNN is significantly higher than the one achieved by the bag-of-model approach illustrated in Figure 5. As we will show in §IV-C, the achieved high benefit-overhead-ratio is directly translated into various system performance improvement at runtime.

C. Runtime Performance

In this section, we focus on evaluating the runtime performance of the models generated by FlexDNN when deployed on different mobile platforms and comparing them with the status quo approaches.

Deployment Platforms. To match the three applications to their target mobile platforms, we deploy V-UCF and I-UCF of the Activity Recognition application on a Samsung Galaxy S8 smartphone and run them on the smartphone CPU; we deploy V-Place and I-Place of the Scene Understanding application as well as V-VeDrone and I-VeDrone of the Traffic Surveillance application on a NVIDIA Jetson Xavier development board [2] and run them on the onboard GPU. We choose NVIDIA Xavier because it is the mobile GPU designed for DNN-based intelligent mobile systems such as AR headsets, drones, and robots.

Baselines. We compare FlexDNN with three baselines: 1) Input-Agnostic-Lossless: this is essentially the base model that the FlexDNN model is built upon. This baseline has the best inference accuracy that FlexDNN model aims to match but is expensive in computational cost; 2) Input-Agnostic-Lossy: the computational cost of the base model can be reduced via model compression techniques but with a modest loss in accuracy as trade-off. Since it is practically difficult to generate a model variant of the base model that has exactly the same computational cost of the FlexDNN model, we generate a set of model variants with similar computational cost of the FlexDNN model as our second baseline. Note that we do not use the bag-of-model approach used in prior work [10], [15], [40] as baseline because of its drawbacks explained in §II-B; 3) BranchyNet [33]: To make fair comparisons, we use the same base models used in FlexDNN for BranchyNet, and train the BranchyNet to achieve the same inference accuracy as Input-Agnostic-Lossless.

Evaluation Metrics. We use four metrics to evaluate the runtime performance: 1) inference accuracy: we use Top-1 accuracy of all the video frames in the test set as the metric of inference accuracy; 2) computational cost: we use average CPU/GPU processing time (with 100% CPU/GPU utilization) per frame as the metric of computational cost; 3) frame drop rate: computational cost translates into the number of frames that can be processed per time unit. A frame is dropped when its estimated processing completion time is over the maximum latency required by the video analytics application. We thus measure the frame drop rate and calculate the frame drop rate reduction percentage; 4) energy consumption: computational cost also translates into energy consumption. We thus measure the average energy consumption per frame and calculate the energy consumption reduction percentage.

Inference Accuracy vs. Computational Cost. Figure 15 compares FlexDNN with the baselines in the accuracy-computational cost space. We make three main observations.

First, compared to Input-Agnostic-Lossless, FlexDNN is able to achieve the same inference accuracy with a significant reduction on computational cost. Specifically, FlexDNN only uses 51.3%, 25.6%, 60.5%, 36.2%, 44.2%, and 23.4% computational resources on V-UCF, I-UCF, V-Place, I-Place, V-VeDrone, and I-VeDrone, respectively. This is equivalent to 2.0×, 3.9×, 1.7×, 2.8×, 2.3×, and 4.3× speedup in CPU/GPU processing time.

Second, compared to Input-Agnostic-Lossy, FlexDNN is able to achieve a large gain in inference accuracy with similar computational cost. Specifically, FlexDNN achieves an average 7%, 3%, 6%, 3%, 3%, and 2% gain in inference accuracy on V-UCF, I-UCF, V-Place, I-Place, V-VeDrone, and I-VeDrone, respectively. It is important to note that in computer vision community, these accuracy gains are considered to be fairly significant, especially for I-UCF, V-VeDrone, and I-VeDrone which have high absolute accuracies.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FlexDNN Model</th>
<th>IFR FPS</th>
<th>MTL (ms)</th>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Frame Drop Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V-UCF</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>S8</td>
<td>FlexDNN 10.0% Input-Agnostic-Lossless 48.1% BranchyNet 37.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-UCF</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>S8</td>
<td>6.1% 75.1% 28.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-Place</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Xavier</td>
<td>7.4% 50.0% 32.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-Place</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Xavier</td>
<td>1.5% 50.0% 26.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V- VeDrone</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Xavier</td>
<td>1.5% 50.0% 21.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-VeDrone</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Xavier</td>
<td>0.0% 50.0% 19.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III
FRAME DROP RATE COMPARISON BETWEEN FLEXDNN (INPUT-ADAPTIVE) AND INPUT-AGNOSTIC-LOSSLESS AND BRANCHYNET.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FlexDNN Model</th>
<th>IFR FPS</th>
<th>MTL (ms)</th>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Energy Consumption (J/frame)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V-UCF</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>S8</td>
<td>FlexDNN 2.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-UCF</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>S8</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-Place</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Xavier</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-Place</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Xavier</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-VeDrone</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Xavier</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-VeDrone</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Xavier</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV
ENERGY CONSUMPTION COMPARISON BETWEEN FLEXDNN (INPUT-ADAPTIVE) AND INPUT-AGNOSTIC-LOSSLESS AND BRANCHYNET.

Third, compared to BranchyNet that adopts heuristic early exit design, FlexDNN is able to achieve the same inference accuracy with much lower computational cost. Specifically, compared to BranchyNet, FlexDNN reduces 28.4%, 49.3%, 20.5%, 35.2%, 28.0%, 49.8% computational cost on V-UCF, I-UCF, V-Place, I-Place, V-VeDrone and I-VeDrone respectively, demonstrating its superiority over BranchyNet.

Reduction on Frame Drop Rate. Table III compares the frame drop rate of FlexDNN to Input-Agnostic-Lossless and BranchyNet. In our evaluation, we set up a reasonable video input frame rate (IFR) (in unit of frame per second (FPS)) and maximum tolerable latency (MTL) for the completion of processing a single frame (in unit of millisecond (ms)) for each of the three applications. Since the S8 smartphone CPU is much less powerful than the Xavier mobile GPU, the IFR is lower and the MTL is higher for V-UCF and I-UCF.

As shown, compared to Input-Agnostic-Lossless, FlexDNN is able to reduce the frame drop rate by 38.1%, 69.0%, 42.6%, 46.5%, 48.5%, and 50.0% on V-UCF, I-UCF, V-Place, I-Place, V-VeDrone, and I-VeDrone, respectively. Such reduction is achieved because FlexDNN continuously allocates the computation saved by the early exited easy frames to hard frames, whereas the input-agnostic counterpart wastes the unnecessary computation spent on the easy frames. Compared to BranchyNet, FlexDNN is able to reduce the frame drop rate by 27.2%, 22.5%, 24.7%, 23.2%, 20.0%, and 19.5%, respectively. Such reduction is achieved because FlexDNN has more efficient early exit branches inserted at optimized locations.

Reduction on Energy Consumption. Besides reducing frame drop rate, FlexDNN also consumes less energy compared to baselines. Table IV compares the average energy consumption across all the processed frames of FlexDNN to Input-Agnostic-Lossless and BranchyNet. As shown, compared to Input-Agnostic-Lossless, FlexDNN consumes 2.0×, 3.7×, 1.6×, 2.5×, 1.9×, and 4.2× less energy on V-UCF, I-UCF, V-Place, I-Place, V-VeDrone, and I-VeDrone, respectively. Compared to BranchyNet, FlexDNN consumes 1.4×, 1.7×, 1.3×, 1.5×, 1.3×, and 1.9× less energy, respectively.

Impact of Workload and Real-Time Constraint. At last, we evaluate the impact of input frame rate (IFR) and maximum tolerable latency (MTL) on the frame drop rate. IFR reflects...
One key theme of these works is to improve computational efficiency for video analytics applications, which is also the focus of this work. In particular, in [25], the authors proposed a framework named DeepEye that improves resource efficiency of concurrent DNNs by interleaving the execution of computation-heavy convolutional layers and loading of memory-heavy fully-connected layers. In [14], [37], the authors proposed to cache reusable intermediate results between consecutive video frames to improve computation efficiency. In [10], the authors proposed a framework named MCDNN, which uses model compression techniques to generate a catalog of model variants for trading off DNN classification accuracy for resource use. Similar to [10], the authors in [7] also use model compression techniques to reduce computation demand by trading off accuracy, but apply it to generate a single multi-capacity model instead of a catalog of model variants. In contrast, our work provides a complementary approach to achieve computation efficiency. By changing the model complexity dynamically to match the difficulty levels of video frames, our approach is able to reduce computation cost without trading off accuracy.

Our work is particularly inspired by [26], [28]. In [28], the authors proposed a highly efficient continuous mobile vision framework by leveraging the highly skewed class distributions in real-world videos. In [26], the authors proposed a continuous mobile vision system named Glimpse that supports “early discarding” uninteresting video frames. Our work is similar to them in the sense that we all exploit the characteristics in video inputs to reduce the computation cost of video analytics applications. Different from them, FlexDNN exploits the easy/hard dynamics in real-world videos and reduces the computation cost by dynamically adapting its model complexity to the difficulty levels of the input video frames.

Dynamic DNN. Our work is also related to the concept of dynamic DNN in the deep learning literature. Dynamic DNN is a type of DNN that is able to adjust the inference pathway based on inputs. It has attracted a lot of attentions in recent years due to the demand of improving computational efficiency of DNNs [13], [23], [33], [38]. In [23], the authors proposed a dynamic DNN named D^2NN that consists of multiple subnetworks and uses control modules to determine which subnetwork to execute at runtime. However, the concatenation of multiple subnetworks makes D^2NN extremely resource demanding, which is not suitable for mobile systems which have constrained resources. Our work is similar to [33], where the authors proposed BranchyNet, a dynamic DNN that adds early exit branches on top of a regular DNN for fast inference. However, the early exit architecture and the insertion plan of BranchyNet are designed based on heuristics with trial and error. In contrast, FlexDNN effectively addresses these drawbacks with automatically derived optimized early exit architecture and the insertion plan that fully realize the benefit brought by the early exit mechanism.

V. RELATED WORK

Continuous Mobile Vision. Our work is closely related to continuous mobile vision [5]. Over the past few years, a great collection of works has been proposed to realize continuous mobile vision [7], [10], [14], [16], [21], [24]–[26], [28], [37]. One key theme of these works is to improve computational efficiency for video analytics applications, which is also the focus of this work. In particular, in [25], the authors proposed a framework named DeepEye that improves resource efficiency of concurrent DNNs by interleaving the execution of computation-heavy convolutional layers and loading of memory-heavy fully-connected layers. In [14], [37], the authors proposed to cache reusable intermediate results between consecutive video frames to improve computation efficiency. In [10], the authors proposed a framework named MCDNN, which uses model compression techniques to generate a catalog of model variants for trading off DNN classification accuracy for resource use. Similar to [10], the authors in [7] also use model compression techniques to reduce computation demand by trading off accuracy, but apply it to generate a single multi-capacity model instead of a catalog of model variants. In contrast, our work provides a complementary approach to achieve computation efficiency. By changing the model complexity dynamically to match the difficulty levels of video frames, our approach is able to reduce computation cost without trading off accuracy.

Our work is particularly inspired by [26], [28]. In [28], the authors proposed a highly efficient continuous mobile vision framework by leveraging the highly skewed class distributions in real-world videos. In [26], the authors proposed a continuous mobile vision system named Glimpse that supports “early discarding” uninteresting video frames. Our work is similar to them in the sense that we all exploit the characteristics in video inputs to reduce the computation cost of video analytics applications. Different from them, FlexDNN exploits the easy/hard dynamics in real-world videos and reduces the computation cost by dynamically adapting its model complexity to the difficulty levels of the input video frames.

Dynamic DNN. Our work is also related to the concept of dynamic DNN in the deep learning literature. Dynamic DNN is a type of DNN that is able to adjust the inference pathway based on inputs. It has attracted a lot of attentions in recent years due to the demand of improving computational efficiency of DNNs [13], [23], [33], [38]. In [23], the authors proposed a dynamic DNN named D^2NN that consists of multiple subnetworks and uses control modules to determine which subnetwork to execute at runtime. However, the concatenation of multiple subnetworks makes D^2NN extremely resource demanding, which is not suitable for mobile systems which have constrained resources. Our work is similar to [33], where the authors proposed BranchyNet, a dynamic DNN that adds early exit branches on top of a regular DNN for fast inference. However, the early exit architecture and the insertion plan of BranchyNet are designed based on heuristics with trial and error. In contrast, FlexDNN effectively addresses these drawbacks with automatically derived optimized early exit architecture and the insertion plan that fully realize the benefit brought by the early exit mechanism.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented the design, implementation and evaluation of FlexDNN, an input-adaptive deep learning framework for resource-efficient on-device video analytics. FlexDNN allows developers with limited deep learning expertise to build resource-efficient DNN-based video analytics applications that can efficiently run on mobile vision systems.
with minimum effort. We evaluated FlexDNN using three representative video analytics applications. Our results show that FlexDNN significantly outperforms status quo input-agnostic approaches and BranchyNet. We believe our work represents a significant step towards turning the envisioned continuous mobile vision into reality.
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